ABOUT ARMY GD WRITTEN EXAM COACHING
Indian Army a passion and dream for many. Such a passionate youth feels a great attraction towards Indian Army.
They Desperately want to join Indian Army, the spirit of patriotism is in the blood of youngsters.
In India there are 13 zones, each zone has its own ZRO (Zonal Recruitment Office). Each ZRO has 10-15 AROs
(Army Recruitment Office). Each ARO has 5-13 Districts under it and it announce Rally Bharti for those districts.

ATTENTION- INDIAN

ARMY GD written examination; 45 Days & 3 Months Comprehensive Course starts every Monday.

CHECK ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
CLICK HERE: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1907adoOqixsSKPgUogZX0c0gdXEhrA7C/view?usp=sharing

SPECIALITY

WHY CHOOSE PRARAMBHIKA DEFENSE SERVICES ACADEMY FOR WRITTEN EXAM COACHING:
1.

PRARAMBHIKA EDUCATIONAL TRUST is one of the most trusted Institute in Bihar. Established in 1980 by Smt. Ranjana
Choudhary Prarambhika Academy has over 41 years of experience in successfully delivering academics and training.

2.

Infrastructure: The academy campus provides unmatched infrastructure, spread over 3 acres in lush green, pollution free, SSB
like environment with on campus hostel and mess just 9 kms from the city. Our classrooms for written coaching are air
conditioned and well supported by modern audio visual technological aids and 24 hrs. power back. We are fully equipped to
also provide online training and teaching, if needed.

3.

Faculty: The highly qualified, experienced and updated faculty for written coaching provides students with the right guidance to
get best results in the exam. Students are coached by permanent faculty member’s not part-time teachers (working on per class
basis) as in many other institutes.

4.

Fully equipped library: Only Prarambhika Academy offers the facility of a fully equipped library and up to date books offering
1000+ relevant and important books pertaining to the syllabus of the examination and competitive exam preparation. Students
can issue these books for self-study, revision and practice.

5.

Study Room/ Reading Room: There are on campus study/reading rooms available to provide students with quiet and peaceful
environment, perfect for self-study and preparations. These rooms are open daily till late hours.

6.

Motivational lectures and documentaries: Prarambhika Academy specializes in motivating the youth towards serving our
great nation. Students interact with candidates from all over the country working towards a common goal. Motivational lectures,
documentaries and movies are shown which motivate and inspire the students.

7.

Discipline & Time Management: At the academy preparatory institute, strict rules must be abided by the students. All students
are expected to follow the honour code and Discipline Code of conduct of Prarambhika Academy, failing which very strict action
will be taken against the erring students. These guidelines enforced by the academy inculcate good values and discipline in the
students.

8.

Physical Fitness: Prarambhika Academy boasts of a 3 acre sports field along with the hurdle training facility. It offers a fully
equipped cricket ground, basketball court, volley ball court, tennis court and badminton court along with dedicated obstacle
course and vast open grounds to encourage physical fitness among candidates as endurance and stamina are a pre-requisite
for SSB which is a critical step for getting qualified for the defence services.

9.

Exam specific coaching: Since exam patterns vary for each examination, Prarambhika Academy offers exam specific
coaching for SSB INTERVIEW, NDA, CDS, CPF, AFCAT, AIR FORCE, NAVY, ARMY, GD and many more.

Written Exam
•
•
•
•

•

Prarambhika Academy offers coaching for the Army GD/CLERK/NURSING/TRADEMAN written examination. The
faculty at MKC is tremendously accomplished and highly qualified in successfully coaching students for
GD/CLERK/NURSING examination.
The guidelines of distinction followed by Prarambhika educational Trust. assures that each student who opts for
training of written examination with us, endures assurance and he would be thoroughly groomed for the exam.
Not only do we cover the entire syllabus subject after subject as per Army GD/CLERK/NURSING/TRADEMAN
guidelines, we also prepare our students with mock tests, previous year question papers practice and doubt
clearing sessions which are conducted each week to counsel each student’s development.
Mock test/Monthly test results are also examined to summit the weak points of the aspirants. This gives students
a sense of indulgence about the possible paper pattern and the level of difficulty of questions that will give them
the right approach towards their examination, manage time efficiently and to eventually get the best possible
results.
Students can learn here many tricks, shortcuts and quick and accurate answers through their time in the course.
Apart from this, we provide extensively researched study material which helps students to easily access, organise
and systematically approach the vast syllabus.

